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DISCLAIMER•These particulars are intended to give a fair and substantially correct overall description for the guidance of intending
purchasers and do not constitute an offer or part of a contract. Prospective purchasers and/or lessees ought to seek their own
professional advice.
•All descriptions, dimensions, areas, references to condition and necessary permissions for use and occupation and other details
are given in good faith and are believed to be correct, but any intending purchasers should not rely on them as statements or
representations of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them.
•All measurements are approximate.

An attractive and substantial 6 bedroom double fronted detached family house with a gated driveway and 129Ft landscaped south facing rear garden. The house has been
built to an exceptionally high specification by a renowned local developer.

The front exterior is sensitively designed to blend with the handsome early 20th century architecture of this tranquil conservation area. Inside, the wide entrance hallway,
which enjoys views through to the garden, is flooded with natural light and sets the stylish tone for the rest of the house with elegant panelled walls. The hand-built staircase

leads privately off the hallway and is also designed to maximise a feeling of light and space on the generous landings, with large feature windows and a skylight.
Everything in this house has been finished to exacting standards: the plant room is a striking testament to the care and technical precision with which this house has been

constructed. There is a BLP warranty.
It is worth highlighting two key rooms which have become the cornerstone of a modern family house: The kitchen and the master bedroom suite. The superbly appointed

bespoke kitchen flows through dining and reception areas which open through concertina doors out to the spectacular landscaped south facing garden. The kitchen is fitted
with a full range of Miele appliances, Silestone worktops, under-unit LED lighting, Zip hot tap and ample soft-close bespoke drawers and cupboards. The generous master

bedroom suite is arranged across the rear of house, with elevated verdant views of the garden and south facing light.
Westmead is a remarkably peaceful and exclusive neighbourhood in an idyllic part of South West London. It is surrounded by green open space, with Putney Heath,

Wimbledon Common and Richmond Park all within extremely pleasurable walking distance. The location offers easy access to the many and varied shops, restaurants,
gastropubs and transport links of Roehampton, Putney, Barnes and Wimbledon. It is also ideally situated for commuting to excellent local schools.

Westmead, Putney, SW15

• MASTER SUITE
• 5 FURTHER BEDROOMS ( 3 EN SUITES)
• FAMILY BATHROOMS
• DRAWING ROOM
• STUDY
• KITCHEN/DINING /FAMILY ROOM
• MEDIA/GAMES ROOM
• GYM AND SHOWER ROOM

GUIDE PRICE

£4,450,000
Freehold

SoleAgency

• WINE CELLAR
• UTILITY
• WC
• BOOT ROOM
• ELECTRIC GATED DRIVEWAY WITH PARKING
• LANDSCAPED GARDEN
• EAVES STORAGE
• PARQUET AND STRIPPED WOODEN FLOORS




